2018 UMAY Survey Results

We heard from more than 7,200 students in 2018.

They told us about...

- Academic engagement
- Plans and aspirations
- Evaluation of the major
- Climate for diversity
- Overall satisfaction
- Affordability

Learn more at umay.umich.edu

We learned that...

86% Feel satisfied with their academic experience
85% Feel U-M is a welcoming campus
93% Agree that diversity is personally important
55% Have had an academic experience with a diversity focus
82% Plan to continue education beyond a bachelor's degree

Students also commented about their U-M experience...

"A Michigan education is one of the best in the country... There are tremendous faculty and students who are eager to teach and learn. There is a sense of pride in graduating from UM that the large alumni network dearly holds. However, the alumni do not relent upon graduation; they go on to do extraordinary things afterwards."
- Sophomore, Ross School of Business

"Especially after the Go Blue Guarantee, I feel as though college is affordable to individuals like myself."
- Senior, LSA

"Being an in-state student I feel that I receive a lot of financial assistance. Without this assistance I would not be able to attend this school so I am very grateful for that."
- Senior, Engineering